General Purpose:
Multifunctional building

Structural solution variant "B"

Construction solutions:
Main bearing: Reinforced concrete, t. 300 mm, strength class C 25/30, C 30/37
- Hydro isolations
- RC Beams: h = 500 mm; b = 300 mm
- Columns: 300 x 300 mm
- RC Slabs: t = 200 mm
- RC Walls: t = 300 mm
- Partitions: POT 30 drm; POT 30 aku sym; POT 11.5 profi dryfix
- Thermal Insulations: ROOF 105 mm - Rockwool Fastrock
- Facades: Walls: min. 170 mm - Rockwool Monrock max E
- Elevator: Schindler 3300 FOR MULTIFUNCTIONAL BUILDING - SIZES: 1900 x 1600 mm - 625 kg - 8 persons
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